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DECA is always filled with fun and awesome people - that’s what makes this organization so 
great! We, as Virginia DECA, have always had a day just to celebrate what DECA is and what 
it has offered to us, at the local, state, and international level! Virginia DECA, November 7th, is 
a day for you and your chapter to celebrate and to be thankful. Listed below are some ideas 

for a great celebration! 
 

5 Simple and Fun Ways to Celebrate VA DECA Day! 
 
● Have a social! 

○ This is a great way to get everyone together to celebrate. This can be 
during school (lunch periods) or after school. Pizza or ice cream served is 
a great incentive for people to come! 

● Create a scavenger hunt 



 

○ Post DECA-related items around the school for students to search for. 
They can fill out a worksheet or work to find a final answer that will result 
in a reward! It’s also a way for the rest of the school to see all the DECA 
fun and knowledge. 

● Come up with a theme for the day 
○ Everyone loves a theme! It can be dressing up in DECA colors, wearing 

mix-and-match professional clothing, matching shirts, or something else 
that’s wacky and exciting! 

● Play games to test your DECA knowledge 
○ Mini games like Kahoot or Jeopardy are great ways to test your DECA 

knowledge. You can choose to do something more active like a four 
corner game where players move to each corner based on which choices 
they prefer. 

● Create a contest for DECA merchandise 
○ Over the day, create a checklist that could include thanking your advisor, 

or retweeting your chapter’s social media post, or any other DECA 
related tasks. If a certain amount of items are checked off, then DECA 
merchandise is awarded. 

 
We wish you the most fun and happy Virginia DECA Day! Thank you for making 
Virginia DECA awesome, and we hope you have a great celebration! 

  
 


